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Abstract— In today’s world most apps require some type of 

user identification. For this, they must provide the facility to 

sign up new users, sign in existing users, manage account 

details, and keep all of this data secure. It’s a very difficult 

and time-consuming process. From user experience 

perspective, it is also very difficult to get right information 

.Users tend to hesitate to give out information that is 

confidential such as their user name, password, security 

questions, and anything else that should they don’t to be 

leaked or cause any sort of damage to them. As a result, they 

generally prefer using credentials that they have already 

provided to a third party, and having that third party manage 

the sign-in for them, so for example, if they have a Facebook 

account, they use Facebook to verify to your app that they are 

who they say they are, without needing to give you their 

information also. With Firebase Authentication, you can 

outsource your entire authentication system to Firebase so 

that you can concentrate on building great features for your 

app. Firebase Authentication makes it easier to get your users 

signed-in without having to understand the complexities 

behind implementing your own authentication system. It 

offers a straightforward getting started experience, optional 

UX components designed to minimize user friction, and is 

built on open standards and backed by Google infrastructure. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Thanks to the modern technology, more users take the 

advantage of sharing resources from multiple systems. 

Authentication, authorization and access management issues 

are very important nowadays. Authentication is considered 

one of the great ideas in computer security. We would like to 

focus on this issue and introduce it to you in an easily 

understandable way. Authentication is a process which a user 

gains the right to identify himself. It is like you report your 

name to others and they recognize your name as they 

recognize you. Techniques to authenticate a user can be 

passwords, biometric techniques, smart cards, certificates, 

etc. Usually within one institute, a user may have a single 

identity; however, if a user has rights to identify himself in 

several different organizations or systems, more than one 

identity from a person may cause problems 

 All applications need to know the identity of its user. 

After getting all the information about the user’s identity 

allows the application to securely save user data in the cloud 

and provide the same personalized experience across all of 

the user's devices. Firebase Authentication provides facilities 

such as easy-to-use SDKs, backend services and ready-made 

UI libraries to authenticate users to your application. It 

supports authentication using phone numbers, passwords, 

popularly federated identity providers like Google, Facebook 

and Twitter, and more. 

 Traditionally for authentication user has to fill a 

form which consists of his information, and to become a user 

at multiple places or to get registered with multiple 

application the user has to repeatedly fill the form. This leads 

to bad user experience and many a most of the time user 

leaves the application. Apart from the user side for 

authentication, we have to deploy complex code with 

multiple API’s calls on our servers which leads degradation 

of server performance. So to overcome this lengthy procedure 

of authentication one must use Firebase Authentication, 

which provides authentication service along with UI. It also 

enables authentication using Facebook, Google, Twitter, 

GitHub credentials.   

Traditional Authentication vs Firebase Authentication 

 
 In traditional authentication user normally sign in 

with user id and password which user can have multiple user 

id’s by signing up number of times which can create ‘n’ 

number of users data to be stored and there will be no tracking 

of data or identification of user where in firebase 

authentication services provides you with authentication 

service with UI. It also enables authentication sign in 

Facebook, google, twitter credentials which makes provider 

easier to identify user and store data accordingly and user can 

easily backup the data. 

 Whenever users try to login again with same 

credentials can restore the data and come up to same page 

where user last edited. When someone tries to sign in with 

google account and ser is validated with validation link on 

our google account is an An App Authentication System In A 

Few Lines of Code. It provides backend services, easy-to-use 

SDKs, and ready-made UI libraries to authenticate users to 

your app. It supports authentication using passwords, phone 

numbers, popular federated identity providers like Google. 

 After adding firebase and authentication 

dependency through Facebook, the user can create login id by 

the following code: 

FirebaseAuth auth=FirebaseAuth.getInstance();  

auth.signInWithEmailAndPassword(email, password) 

 .addOnCompleteListener(new OnCompleteListener()) 

 {  
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      @Override  

public void onComplete (Task task) 

 { 

        if(task.isSuccessful()) 

        { 

   FirebaseUser 

user=task.getResult().getUser(); 

String email=user.getEmail(); 

   //… } 

          } 

     } 

);  

 

II. FIREBASE AUTHENTICATION FOR FACEBOOK 

Facebook has become one of the most used methods to get 

users to sign-in to your application. Facebook Login 

improves your app user experience by enabling customers to 

easily sign up for your app without creating a 

username/password, and it maximizes the number of people 

using your app. 

 Examples most of apps use google or Facebook 

authentication to validate the user by sending validation link 

or a pop up of allowing user to access the application. 

 Most of the applications has firebase authentication 

benefits like CandycrushSaga, 8BallPool for example If a 

user installs the application for first time and authenticate 

himself using Facebook, completes certain milestone, data 

gets stored in firebase Database. So, if user uninstall 

application or else tries to login using same credentials in 

another device, he can continue to play his game from same 

milestone where he left behind. Incase user does not 

authenticate himself and come across same situation he needs 

to start achieving his milestone in application from scratch. 

III. EMAIL LINK AUTHENTICATION 

When Firebase Auth launched at Google I/O 2016, it allowed 

your users to create an account on your app where they signed 

in with an email address and a password. But this email 

address could be anything -- as it wasn't linked to the actual 

account through a verification process: so, for example, your 

users could identify themselves as [celebrity 

name]@[anydomain] if they wanted to. To solve this 

problem, Email Verification has been added to Firebase Auth 

-- where, in the above case, Firebase will send an email to that 

address containing a validation link. So if that celebrity really 

is signing up for your app, he'll get the link and click on it. 

You can check to see if the account is verified at sign in, and 

take an action in response -- such as blocking them from 

signing in. 

 One can use Firebase Authentication to sign in a user 

by sending them an email having a link, which they can click 

to sign in. In this process, the user's email address is also 

verified. 

There are numerous benefits to signing in by email: 

 Low friction sign-up and sign-in. 

 Lowers the risk of password reuse through different 

applications, which can undermine security of even well-

selected passwords. 

 The ability to authenticate a user while also verifying that 

the user is the legitimate owner of an email address. 

 A user must only have an accessible email account to 

sign in. There is no requirement of phone number or 

social media account. 

 The existing user can easily sign in into the account. For 

example, if a person forgets his password, he will be still 

able to login into the account with resetting his password. 

 To prevent a sign-in link from being used to sign in 

as an unintended user or on an unintended device, Firebase 

Auth requires the user's email address to be provided when 

completing the sign-in flow. For sign-in to succeed, this email 

address must match the address to which the sign-in link was 

originally sent. 

 Apart from the user side for authentication, we have 

to deploy complex code with multiple API’s calls on our 

servers which leads degradation of server performance. So, to 

overcome this lengthy procedure of authentication one must 

use Firebase Authentication. 

IV. FIREBASE AUTHENTICATION WITH THE HELP OF PHONE. 

For example OTP, call answering, Send a Push (providing 

accept or reject request) you can use Firebase 

Authentication to enable a user to sign in to your app by 

sending an SMS to user's device which contains a one-time-

password. The user then enters this OTP in your app, if 

the OTP matches then sign in is successful and the user can 

then access your app. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, I tried to undergo all possible product and 

systems which would make the work of developer quite easy. 

Mostly I have tried to cover all aspects between Traditional 

Authentication and Firebase Authentication with example. 

The Point covered in the paper are not just referenced but 

used in the real application too. 

 So, I hope this paper will help out to all those 

developers who are just get started development and to them 

also who want to switch from another platform to Google’s 

Firebase. 
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